OB Visit Workflow AFMC

If it is the first visit for the pregnancy:
Add new pregnancy
Complete Antepartum Intake form
For all visits:
Complete OB visit documentation on OB Prenatal page
Complete a note if you are a resident (for attending to sign) and/or if visit has complications needing explanations

1. The First Visit
Use the OB Prenatal tab on the Acute Workflow

1.1. Open the Pregnancy
Add a pregnancy by clicking where it says Add Pregnancy:

You will now see this window. Typically the onset date will be the LMP. You can then choose to use this as the LMP date and it will be used for initial dating calculations, you can also specify the number of gestations (it will default to 1 gestation):
The overview tab will now display the current pregnancy.

**Troubleshooting:** if the overview contains information about a pregnancy and you believe this is the first visit for this pregnancy, you will need to determine whether the information in the overview is from a previous pregnancy. If it is, you will need to first close the pregnancy, then add a new one.

Close the pregnancy by selecting “Close Pregnancy” and enter the details of the prior pregnancy in the close pregnancy screen:

1.2. **New OB Visit History and Physical (Outpatient)**

To document the first visit intake history, use the Antepartum Intake form

If the Antepartum Intake form was started by your clinic staff, you can find it in the Form Browser:

Right click on it and select “Modify” to review and add your documentation as well”
If one was not already started, you can go to AdHoc charting on the banner bar:

Choose the Antepartum Intake form

To save the documentation in the form, click the green check mark in the upper left hand corner.
1.3. Documenting the Pregnancy History

Go to Pregnancy History in the Antepartum Intake form, or to the Pregnancy tab in the Histories section:

Click on the + Add button to add a prior pregnancy.

Add the pregnancy details in this box:

To add information about a second twin, click on the + Add Baby icon.
The Gs and Ps will be updated automatically as pregnancies are added.

2. **All Visits**

   2.1. **Visit card**
   
   Document your prenatal visit directly on to the Workflow page by clicking **Chart**. The **Chart** button appears at the bottom of both the Card view and the Flowsheet view.

   When you are done adding results, sign with the green checkmark.

   2.2. **Visit Note**
   
   1. If you are a resident, you will always need to do write a note so that your attending has something to sign since IView cannot be forwarded for signature.
2. Whether or not you are a resident, if your visit was too complicated to summarize in the “Comments” section of IView, you can complete a note to summarize those details.

Use the quick launch note types at the bottom of the Workflow page menu to launch a free text OB clinic note:

Use .obclinicvisit to add a note that includes today’s visit documentation to send to your attending for cosignature: